**Directions**

**NCLC Boston Office:**

The National Consumer Law Center is located in downtown Boston, easily accessible by commuter rail, **Amtrak**, bus, **subway**, bicycle and car. The NCLC office entrance is on Otis St. (Take a left off Summer, the entrance door will be on your right).

**MBTA Subway**

**Red and Orange Line to Downtown Crossing:** Take either line to Downtown Crossing. Exit Chauncy Street. To your left walk 50 feet and take right onto Summer Street. Walk one block.

**Green Line to Park Street:** Exit the station and cross the street toward Finagle a Bagel. Proceed down Winter Street. Winter Street changes to Summer Street – keep going straight for 2 blocks.

**Blue Line to State:** Take the Blue Line (Bowdoin) inbound to State Street. Change to the Orange Line (Forest Hills) inbound to Downtown Crossing. Exit Chauncy Street. To your left walk 50 feet and take right onto Summer Street. Walk one block.

**MBTA Bus**

**Silver Line to Temple Place:** Take a right off of the bus. Take your first left onto Washington. Take a right after Macy’s onto Summer Street. NCLC is 2 blocks up Summer Street.

**By Car**

Use the map above to insert your departure point for driving directions.

**From North Station:**

Take the Orange Line (Forest Hills) inbound to Downtown Crossing. Exit Chauncy Street. To your left walk 50 feet and take right onto Summer Street. Walk one block.

**From South Station**

- Take the Red Line inbound for one stop to Downtown Crossing. Exit Chauncy Street. To your left walk 50 feet and take right onto Summer Street. Walk one block.
- To walk from South Station, take a left onto Summer Street. Cross several intersections, and bear right at fork. NCLC is approximately four blocks from South Station.

**From Logan Airport**

- Take the Blue Line (Bowdoin) inbound to State Street. Change to the Orange Line (Forest Hills) inbound to Downtown Crossing. Exit Chauncy Street. To your left walk 50 feet and take right onto Summer Street. Walk one block.

Still need help getting to NCLC? Call (617) 542-8010
NCLC D.C. Office: